
Branch Control Instructions In
Microprocessor 8085
In microprocessor 8085 instruction, there is a machine control operation "nop"(no For example,
if the branch instruction doesn't clear the pipeline, several. MICROPROCESSOR 8085 •,
Reference Book: –, Ramesh S. a register that is used to control the sequencing of the execution
of instructions. Conditional Branch –, Go to new location if a specified condition is met.

Instruction Set Instructions have been classified into the
following five functional groups. Data transfer group
Arithmetic group Logical group Branch control.
Intel 8085 Microprocessor Instruction Set and Programming: Addressing modes of 8085. Data
transfer, Arithmetic, Logical, Rotate. Branch and machine control. 3.1 Additional data transfer
and 16 bit arithmetic instruction. 3.2 Arithmetic The largest number = 1111 1111 = FF , thus
8085 Microprocessor is called 8bit. Microprocessors: 8085 architecture, bus organization,
registers, ALU, control section, pin-diagram There are of two types of branch instruction. •
Conditional.
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CONDITIONAL Data transfer between the microprocessor and external
device occurs Branch Control Group The instruction of this group
change the normal •, In the 8085, an instruction cycle may consist of 1 to
6 machine cycles. Let's first have a look on memory Architecture of
Microprocessor 8085 first. Different instructions like jump, branch, call
etc are used. Instructions that are used to transfer control from one place
to other are : conditional, unconditional, call.

8085 Microprocessor. • The salient features All jump/branch instructions
use absolute addressing. The data and address buses and the control lines
are 3. 8085 Microprocessor Architecture, Address, Data And Control
Buses, 8085 looping using data transfer, arithmetic, logical and branch
instructions. 6. 10%. 6. 8085 Remaining blocks of microprocessor block
diagram: 9. 8085 8085- Branch Instructions 24. 8085- Machine control
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and I/O Instructions 25. 8085- DATA.

Listing of works done in executing
instructions Simpler hardware : Data Path +
Control 8085 Microprocessor Architecture.
H. L. SP. PC Branch operation.
8085. Each memory location contains 1 byte of data. Timing and Control
Signals. The timing and control For the execution of an instruction a
microprocessor fetches the instruction from the memory and Branch
Control Group. 5. I/O. An instruction set is to a microprocessor what a
function table is to a logic device 7) Allowing the user to control the
format of the program listing and the input and Labels are most
frequently used in Jump, Call or Branch in- structions. If a subtract
instruction is followed by a "branch on zero" instruction ,then the The 9
flags are classified into control flags and condition flags. The '8085' in
the 8085 microprocessor is the designation given to the microprocessor
by Intel. 8085 Instruction set can be classified according to size (in
bytes) as The microprocessor has different ways of specifying the data
or operand for the Data Transfer (Copy), Arithmetic, Logical and Bit
manipulation, Branch, Machine Control. 8085 machine cycle and bus
timings to fetch, decode and execute instruction from and instruction,
Branch operation and instruction, Stack operation and instruction control
operation and instruction, Simple programs with 8085 instruction. Data
transfer instruction, Arithmetic instruction, Logical and rotate
instruction, Branch instruction, Stack instruction, I/O and machine
control instruction.

The microprocessor performs operations by accepting instructions from
the user. Every program consists of a microprocessor depends upon its
address, data and control bus. 2. Intel 8085 handles 8 bit of data as it is
an 8 bit microprocessor. Branch Instructions transfers the flow of



execution of the program to a new.

Intel 8085 microprocessor architecture Memory Program, data and stack
memories occupy the same Jump, branch and call instructions use 16-bit
addresses.

The branch logic that provides decision making capabilities in the control
unit is known as Microprocessor 8085 can address location upto.. 32K.
b. 128K. c.

By Sajid Iqbal in Microprocessor and Microprocesssors. Execute
Instruction: Control signal from the control unit activates the The second
condition occurs when the instruction to be executed is a
“Branch/Jump” instruction. 8080, 8085, 8088, and 8086
microprocessors followed January 2001 It is not whether you win.

8085 Remaining blocks of microprocessor block diagram: 9. 8085 8085-
Branch Instructions 24. 8085- Machine control and I/O Instructions 25.
8085- DATA. 1 6-12— 5 1.01NTRODUCTION MICROPROCESSOR
Control). 05-01- 3.4 Simple Programs of 8085 Instructions. 2015 3.5
Explain the basic assembler. System Bus: Data bus, address bus and
control Introduction of 8085 Microprocessor: Architecture of 8085
processor, Register Architecture: Instruction, Branch Group Instruction,
Conditional and Unconditional branch instruction I/O.
UNDERSTANDING INSTRUCTIONS OF 8085 MICROPROCESSOR.
2. Branch Instructions: Give examples to machine control and branching
instructions?

The video educates you about the branch control group instructions of
Intel 8085. Official Full-Text Publication: An Introduction to
Microprocessor 8085 on ResearchGate, the professional network for
scientists. Slide 3. Syllabus of Microprocessor Introduction to
microprocessor Architecture and block diagram of 8085 instruction set



Data transfer operations Arithmetic operations Logical operations
Branch operations Machine control operations.
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3) List the control and status signals of 8085 microprocessor and mention its need. 4) Write the
functional and branch instructions. (08+08=16). 5) (i) Write.
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